B2

Phrasal Verbs

PV009

Complete the sentences below, using a phrasal verb from the box in its correct form.

BREAK DOWN – BRING UP – CALL OFF - CARE ABOUT – CHECK IN - COME ACROSS –
GIVE IN – GO DOWN WITH – HAND IN – HOLD UP - LOOK UP – PULL DOWN – SEE OFF
– SPEAK UP – TAKE PART IN – THINK OVER

1. The old community centre is being ___________________ and new sports facilities will be
built there instead.
2. I __________________ some old family photos when I cleaned up the attic last week.
3. Almost half the teaching staff has ______________________ some sort of cold or flu. Now we
need substitutes for some of the classes.
4. I couldn't ___________ her _____________ at the airport because I had to work.
5. He _____________________ what I had said to him and told me he would accept the job.
6. I always have to _____________________ to my little brother. He gets everything he wants.
7. I had to _______________ some of the words because the text was so difficult to
understand.
8. If I hadn't broken my leg, I would have ______________________ the race.
9. My sister's old car seems to _____________________ once a week. It's so unreliable.
10. When you _________________ at the hotel's reception desk you have to show a passport.
11. He doesn't ____________________ money because he's so rich. It doesn't matter to him.
12. The teacher told us to _____________________ our homework by Friday.
13. Please _____________________! The back of the auditorium can't hear you.
14. I was ____________________ by my grandparents because mom and dad were killed in a
car accident.
15. The meeting has been ___________________ because two of the participants can't get here
in time.
16. I'm sorry I'm late. Heavy traffic and an accident on the motorway __________ me ________.
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1. The old community centre is being pulled down and new sports facilities will be built
there instead.
2. I came across some old family photos when I cleaned up the attic last week.
3. Almost half the teaching staff has gone down with some sort of cold or flu. Now we
need substitutes for some of the classes.
4. I couldn't see her off at the airport because I had to work.
5. He thought over what I had said to him and told me he would accept the job.
6. I always have to give in to my little brother. He gets everything he wants.
7. I had to look up some of the words because the text was so difficult to understand.
8. If I hadn't broken my leg, I would have taken part in the race.
9. My sister's old car seems to break down once a week. It's so unreliable.
10. When you check in at the hotel's reception desk you have to show a passport.
11. He doesn't care about money because he's so rich. It doesn't matter to him.
12. The teacher told us to hand in our homework by Friday.
13. Please speak up! The back of the auditorium can't hear you.
14. I was brought up by my grandparents because mom and dad were killed in a car
accident.
15. The meeting has been called off because two of the participants can't get here in time.
16. I'm sorry I'm late. Heavy traffic and an accident on the motorway held me up.
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